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AI augmentation will create $2.9 trillion of business value in 

2021 and reach $4.7 trillion by 2024 – Gartner

IMAGINE THE VALUE THAT CAN BE CREATED OVER THE NEXT TEN YEARS

Access to infrastructure, speed, and scale like never 

before…

Massive datasets in a variety of mediums generated 

by a connected world…

Wide availability of sophisticated AI technologies 

that can be combined to create innovative 

solutions…

WHY NOW?

Source: Gartner, “Gartner Says AI Augmentation Will Create $2.9 Trillion of Business Value in 2021”

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/deloitte-analytics/articles/advancing-human-ai-collaboration.html/
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AI enables businesses to achieve greater value creation opportunities
AI can help surpass previously imagined value creation opportunities, by generating value across six key levers

6 Fortified Trust

3
Reduced 

Complexity1
Speed to 

Execution 2 Cost Reduction

5
Fueled 

Innovation4
Transformed 

Engagement

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/deloitte-analytics/articles/advancing-human-ai-collaboration.html/
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Gaining A Competitive 

Advantage

Increasing Investment and 

Integration

Catalyst for 

Transformation

Believe that AI enables a competitive 

advantage over their competitors

Are spending 4x more than last year on 

AI initiatives

Plan to integrate AI into all enterprise 

applications within three years

Anticipate that AI will substantially 

transform their organization within 

three years

64%
54%

74%
76%

Source: Deloitte, “State of AI in the Enterprise, 3rd Edition”

AI drives competitive advantage and is a catalyst for transformation…
A recent survey of over 2,700 executives uncovered that AI gives organizations a competitive advantage and most are making plans 

to harness its power more broadly and increase investments

There will be AI leaders in all sectors, and late adopters may never catch up

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/deloitte-analytics/articles/advancing-human-ai-collaboration.html/
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/cognitive-technologies/state-of-ai-and-intelligent-automation-in-business-survey.html
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… and is rapidly making an impact across every industry, every day

“Israel Prepares to Unleash AI on 

Health Care” 
Wall Street Journal

September 15, 2019

“Finance Jobs Requiring AI Skills Increased 

60% Last Year” 
CNBC

September 25, 2019

“Delta Air Lines bets on AI to help its 

operations run smoothly in bad weather” 
TechCrunch

January 07, 2020

“How Governments use AI to Create 

Better Experiences for Citizens”
Forbes

November 7, 2019

“Oil and Gas Companies Turn to AI to 

Cut Costs” 
Wall Street Journal

October 13, 2019

“Tech Giant Says AI has Already 

Helped it Save $1B” 
Fortune

January 24, 2020

“Food Companies Add AI to Their 

Recipes” 
Wall Street Journal

October 9, 2019

Evidence of AI's pervasive impact across industries is undeniable

“Warner Bros. Signs AI Startup that 

Claims to Predict Film Success” 
The Verge

January 9, 2020

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/deloitte-analytics/articles/advancing-human-ai-collaboration.html/
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Tomorrow, AI will automate our lives in ways we never thought possible.  Imagine….

…A call center 
agent, that knows 

the customers 
problem before 

they call…

…An algorithmic 
supply chain, 

where the supply 
chain is managing 

itself… …Personalized 
cosmetic solutions 

based on image 
recognition…

…The AI led 
boardroom; 

interpreting data and 
trend analysis, driving 
innovation and new 
business models…

…Satellites that can 
predict climate related 

catastrophes, leading to 
improved warning 

systems and response 
times…

…Robotic Doctors that 
can diagnose and treat 

common infections, 
pain treatments, broken 

bones, any kind of 
muscle tear…

…Robust 
algorithmic 

financial options 
portfolio 
trading…

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/deloitte-analytics/articles/advancing-human-ai-collaboration.html/




Caring for life. 
Researching health. 
Educating those who serve.

Cleveland Clinic Mission

Ensure all caregivers have 
appropriate access to trusted data 
and the capability to execute on 
analytic insights

Enterprise Analytics Purpose



AI is ready to take on a massive 

healthcare challenge

Tech Crunch   5/6/21
By Einat Metzer

How AI Trends Could Transform 
The Healthcare Industry

Forbes  4/26/21
By Wendy GonzalezF

• Disruptive partnerships and new market 
entrants 

• Massive investment in healthcare data and 
AI

• Covid crisis accelerated patient digital 
interaction and innovative care delivery

• Healthcare boards and executives pressure 
to transform the healthcare delivery model

• Rapidly evolving AI regulatory environment

Healthcare Transformation



Ambient digital scribes
Algorithmic medicine
Precision medicine
Diagnostic Imaging
Patient Risk and Stratification
Process Automation
Computer Assisted Coding & Documentation
Clinical Automation
Automated Patient Decision Aids
Virtual Health Assistants

The Promise of AI in Healthcare

Deep Learning

Speech Recognition

Robotics

NLP

Virtual Assistants



Deeper understanding of the health 
of populations we manage

Integrating and interpreting data

Augmented intelligence to improve 
clinical & operational decision 

support

Seamless connections to patients 
and partners as healthcare 

becomes “borderless

Digital Transformation at 
Cleveland Clinic



Becoming a leader in 
the application of AI in 
healthcare requires us 
to address the entire 

analytics maturity 
continuum as one 

thought What Happened?

How many, how often, where?

What were the key drivers?

What actions are needed?

Standard

Reporting

Adhoc

Reports

Data

Exploration

Alerts

Scorecards

How do we act on it?

What’s the best that can happen?

What will happen next?

Why is this happening?
Statistical

Analysis

Forecasting

Predictive

Analysis

Optimization

Adapted from:  Copyright © 2012, SAS Institute Inc. All rights reserved. ANALYTICS MATURITY GOAL: FROM REACTIVE TO PREDICTIVE



Process
Secure and enable simultaneously 
through enterprise governance with 
distributed capability

It is not just
about the 

technology!

People
Develop an analytically capable 
organization through talent pipelines 
and workforce upskilling

Data
Enhance the value of CC data 
assets

Technology
Create a reliable, scalable and cost 
effective analytics platform



• Build a modern, agile and cohesive enterprise 
infrastructure that recognizes and supports the evolving 
and differentiated needs of multiple constituents

• Collect and / or connect to internal and external data 
sources and structure and optimize them for use in AI 
methodologies

• Ensure AI applications can be operationalized and 
supported through a standard approach

• Facilitate and build an AI community of practice to ensure 
we identify best practices, collaborate on common topics 
and connect work to the right data and content stewards

• Ensure AI is implemented in a transparent and open 
manner that is in alignment with our CC values and ethical 
standards.

AI Enablement at CC



• Most risk models will tell 

you that high cost one 

year will predict high cost 

the next

• At some point, that cost 

becomes unpreventable

Risk

Pr
ev

en
ta

bi
lit

y

• From data mining: 10% of Cleveland 

Clinic’s attributed Medicare ACO 

population had low expenditures in 

CY1 that tripled in CY2

• 75% of the cohort who had such a 

significant increase had an 

admission in CY2

• In order to identify the “rising risk” 

cohort, we should be identifying 

patients at a high risk for preventable 

admissions (ambulatory care 

sensitive)Maximizing the skills of care coordinators means identifying 

patients who are “rising risk” but haven’t yet “fallen off the 

cliff”

How can we define the rising risk 

population?

Applying to Population Health

Identifying patients who are at risk for 
increased healthcare spend




